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brigham youngs family
the wilderness years
dean C jessee
brigham young faced
one of the st ernest tests of his life a test that was to have sobering
and far reaching implications for himself and the structure of his
family it came when joseph smith privately introduced the principle
of plural marriage to him as a divine commandment none could
have been more averse to it than I1 was when it was first revealed

after returning from england in

he recalled

1841

1

if any

man had asked me what was my choice when joseph revealed
that doctrine provided that it would not diminish my glory I1 would
I1 was not desirous of
have said let me have but one wife
shrinking from any duty nor of failing in the least to do as I1 was commanded but it was the first time in my life that I1 had desired the
grave and 1I could hardly get over it for a long time and when I1 saw a
funeral 1I felt to envy the corpse its situation and to regret that I1 was
not in the coffin 2

contented with his wife mary ann and their three children and
imbued with western monogamous traditions brigham young
sorrower
bro oded and sorrowed
blooded
brooded
sor rowed for months at the prospect of plural marriage but by mid 1842 his feelings had become reconciled to the
point that on 14 june he took as his first plural wife lucy ann
decker whose mother had married Brig
hams brother lorenzo folbrighams
lowing a separation from her first husband isaac decker joseph
smith officiated at the ceremony and Brig
hams cousin willard
brighams
richards witnessed the proceedings the following year harriet
53

of jesus christ of lat
dean C jessee research historian for the historical department of the church ofjesus
letters
leffert
his sons the author is indebted to jeff
lerten of brigham young to hij
letten
letren
ter day saints is the editor of leffers
johnson supervisor of processing LDS church archives for invaluable help in this study all sources
of jesus christ of latter
Hist oncal department of the church ofjesus
quoted in this study are located in the historical
day saints in salt lake city unless otherwise indicated some editing has been done for clarity but it
has not altered the meaning periods have been put at the ends of sentences and some capitalization has
been added A small amount of punctuation has been inserted to facilitate reading spelling remains as
in the original
susa young gates papers box 12 folder 3 MS utah state historical society salt lake city
counes 26 vols
london latter day saints book depot
discourses
brigham young journal of Dis
1886
266
1855
185518863
188633266
18551886
susa young gates the life story of brigham young new york macmillan company 1930 p
321
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cook and augusta adams were added to his family and prior to
joseph smiths death in june 1844 brigham had taken a fourth plural wife clarissa decker the sister of lucy ann
the death of joseph smith created a situation that not only increased brigham youngs ecclesiastical responsibilities but also added
to his domestic concerns as well susa young gates explains that
following the prophets death her father went to josephs widowed
plural wives and told them that he and his brethren stood ready to
offer themselves to them as husbands in accordance with the tradition of ancient israel whereby posterity for a dead brother might be
born in this life and that the widows might choose for themselves 144 subsequently eight of josephs plural wives olive andrews emily D partridge louisa beaman mary elizabeth rollins
rhoda richards olive G frost zina D huntington and eliza R
snow were married to brigham young for the remainder of their
mortal lives by the time brigham left nauvoo in february 1846 to
lead the mormon exodus west twenty six additional women had
been sealed to him for time andor eternity and when he died
thirty years later the total to whom he had been married was fifty
five it should be noted however that many of these wives were
widows or older women whom brigham merely cared for or gave the
protection of his name others were married primarily with an
tt
other world spiritual relationship in mind sixteen
otherworld
sixten of his wives
bore his fifty seven children most of the others who were sealed
sense 5
to him were never connubial spouses in the ordinary sensed
sense5
the struggle of brigham young to care for his family and at the
same time to direct the migration of the mormon people to a new

susa young gates papers box 12 folder 2 MS utah state historical society
sealed to brigham young the sixteen who bore
5records
records indicate that the following women were scaled
him children are designated by an asterisk miriam works mary ann angell lucy ann decker
augusta adams cobb harriet elizabeth cook clarissa caroline decker emily dow parseely
qanssa
cjarissa
CJ
eliza roxcy snow smith elizabeth faircharissa
arissa ross louisa beaman smith
tridge smith
child CJ
ciarissa
clarissa
arissa blakc
biake rebecca greenlief holman diana chase susan snively olive grey frost
blake
Emmelinc
smith mary ann clark
oark powers margaret pierce whitesides mary harvey pierce emmeline
dark
maria alley olive andrews smith
marla
margaret mana
Ligh rner smith
free mary elizabeth rollins lightner

bowkor ellen A rockwood jamima
bowker
jemima
jcmima angell young abigail
emily haws whitmarsh martha bowkcr
greene
phabe ann morton
morron angell cynthia porter weston
eliza
Gre enc
marks works phcbe
Wc ston mary el
morion
iza nelson ore
ord
amy cecilia cooper mary ellen
smith
dth
ath
rhoda richards smith zina diantha huntington jacobs sn
de la montague woodward julia foster hampton abigail harback hall mary ann turley
naamah K J carter twiss nancy cressy walker jane terry tarbox lucy bigelow mary jane
malm eliza burgess mary oldfield kelsey eliza babcock catherine reese clawbigelow sarah malin
ann eliza
emeline barney sagers
emelinc
son harriet emelina
harriet amelia folsom mary van cott cobb
Tap field king
tapfield
webb dec elizabeth jones lewis jones lydia farnsworth mayhew hannah tanfield
research in possession of the author
while mana
maria lawrence appears on several published lists of brigham youngs wives I1 have found
marla
bangham
brigham young
no marriage record to substantiate a union between her and bngham
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homeland across some 1300 miles of wilderness is an epic within an
epic like its larger counterpart the removal of his family across the
plains is a story of lonesomeness privation suffering and death
with a few moments of serenity and peace sandwiched in between
and if instances of neglect seem evident it was because personal
relationships were necessarily lost in the interest of the kingdom of
god in those trying years
my time has been so occupied with public business since I1 left nauvoo
that my personal friends have been almost totally neglected
the
great cause of zion taken en masse swallows up all minor or personal
considerations and wife and children and relatives appear lost as it were
and we are obliged to forsake them all to build up the kingdom of
god and bring about a reign of peace upon the earth therefore you
neglect6
neglect6
must forgive me for any seeming neglects

the

task of caring for his family at that critical time was complicated for brigham young not only by the overwhelmingly larger
responsibility of directing the whole mormon migration but also by
the fact that his family had more than doubled in size within six
weeks of his departure adding weight to an already heavy personal

burden
february 1846 brigham young crossed the
mississippi river to begin the move west he arrived in the camp at
sugar creek about 8 pm with fifteen wagons and 50 persons
of
his own family 7 some indication of those of his family who may
have been with him at least part of the time during the iowa phase
of the journey may be determined from the records of the organization of the camp of israel at the chariton river ford on 27 march

in the evening of

15

1846

from the beginning the organization of the mormon exodus
had been imperfect to say the least when the move west was first
contemplated in nauvoo twentyfive
twenty five men had been named as captains each with responsibility to choose a hundred families and prepare them for the journey across the plains these captains were further directed to divide their companies into groups of fifty and these
into groups of ten once across the mississippi river however the
organizational structure practically dissolved due to a combination of
such circumstances as the wandering of some people back and forth
between nauvoo and the pioneer camps inclement weather bad
roads and the poor state of preparation of many who had embarked
bangham
bngham young to george D watt 16 april 1847 although the words cited here are actually
willard richards postscript to the letter the sentiments go far beyond Richard
richardss
ss own experience
richards
john D lee diary 15 february 1846 MS

a
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on the journey these conditions so mixed and separated people as
to almost completely destroy the initial order and make it impossible to effect anything like a perfect organization 8
attempts were made at sugar creek and at richardsons
Richard sons point
richardsonb
to correct organizational defects but with little permanent success
then at the chariton river on 27 march another attempt was made
to organize the camp although this effort did not bring permanent
order the extant record of the organization contains the best available information about those of brigham youngs family who were
with him during the initial stages of the exodus listed in the roster
as the first ten of the first fifty of the first hundred brighams
Brig hams company comprised fifty one individuals among these were eleven of
his wives mary ann angell jemima young emmeline free lucy
decker clarissa decker emily partridge louisa beaman clarissa
chase susan snively margaret M alley and ellen rockwood his
six children by mary ann angell five other children by previous
marriages belonging to two of his plural wives relatives of some of
these wives a nephew and his wife and other persons connected to
brigham young by adoption 9 that the organization established at
chariton river was not completely intact prior to 27 march and
that it was not to remain so thereafter is evident from known movements of some of the participants several of brigham youngs wives
traveled by arrangement with their own parents or friends others
remained in nauvoo to come later
emily partridge one of brighams
Brig hams proxy wives as the widows
of joseph smith were known 10 left the city of joseph with her infant child a short time before brigham did having been secretly
married to brigham emily had lived in nauvoo with her mother
and stepfather william huntington 11 where the previous october
she had given birth to one of the first children of a plural marriage
an event carefully concealed from all but a few 12
in writing about her experience in later years emily remembered
the boats crossing the river as loaded with wagons and people the
heavy snowstorm of 19 february and the cold as she sat on a log
hungry and dejected her child clasped in her arms having become

willard
will 2 rd richards diary 27 march 1846 MS
rec
record
ord of the organization
organisation of the camp of israel which took place at Sha
riton ford I1IT
sharlton
T on
shamon
friday march 27th and monday 31st 30th
50th 1846 pp
ap 4 5 MS
inthis
iothis
this terminology is used in emily dow partridge youngs autobiography and diary pp
ap 3 27
typescript

following the death of edward partridge his wife lydia married william huntington on 27 september 1840 times and seasons I1 october 1940191
1840 191
igi
igl
emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 4
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separated from family and friends 13 she had wandered from one fire
to another some giving me food others a place in their tent to
sleep during the inchworm progress of those early weeks food
was very scarce a small piece of johnny cake and a little bacon fat to
sop it in constituted a meal sometimes we had a little more and
sometimes less in reflecting upon this scene so emotional that
even after the healing influence of many years it still brought tears 14
she noted that president young had to look after the welfare of the
whole people and therefore had not much time to devote to his
family but as soon as he could he made such arrangements for his
fam ilys comfort as his means would admit of 15
familys
mt pisgah on 2 june at
when brigham youngs company left mr
least two of his wives who had been with him at chariton river
zina D huntington and emily partridge remained behind the
Hunting tons had stopped at pisgah to gain strength and provisions
huntingtons
to continue and william huntington had been appointed to preside
over that settlement but when Hunting
hunringtons
huntingtons
tons health failed and he

died 16 the prospects for emily and her childs continuing the
journey that year faded unable to obtain means and besieged with
family sickness emily and her mother were forced to stay the winter
of 1846 1847 at mt pisgah where they lived in a log hut without
coverings on the doors or windows and with a hole in the roof to
allow the smoke to escape 17
after leaving pisgah brigham had continued on to council
bluffs on the missouri river where he arrived on 14 june to
emily the silence that closed in behind him was almost unbearable
he did return on 6 july to solicit volunteers for the mormon battalion but left again three days later on the last day of august emily
wrote to brigham expressing great satisfaction with a letter he had
written her the first she had heard from him in six weeks

1513righam
bangham
bngham young had returned to nauvoo on 18 february and did not arrive back in camp until 22
february details that would explain why emily would be alone with her child are missing from her

record

dow partridge young autobiography and diary pp
ap 3 4 119 on 16 february 1897
emily partridge wrote in her diary it is snowing and 1I am reminded of 51 years ago when 1I was in
emily

friends I1
fnends
camp on sugar creek sitting on a log with my 3 months old baby in my lap without home or frends
can truly say I1 felt desolate indeed 1I have been scheding
sheding a few rears
tears later on 24 july she watched the
jubilee parade in salt lake city in commemoration of the arrival of the pioneers in the valley the
sec
sce it without leaving home
10 see
emiles so 1I had a good chance to
procession came up yth east past emilys
the display was grand the old pioneer wagons were almost too realistic they brought back in a forcible manner the horrible journey
sac
lourney across the plains I1 only sar
sat and cried while they passed
emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 3
16
andrew jenson lafter
laffer day saint biographical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city deseret news
latter
1 370
1370
emliy
emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 4

1901 1936
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our

folks are better than they were but are quite feeble yet 1I suppose
you have heard of fathers death before this 1I was sorry to hear your
babe had been sick and hope he is well again by this time 1I am the
only one in our family that is well little edward partridge young is
quite unwell 1I think it is his teeth as he has none through yet he is
take a few steps alone zina huntten months old yesterday he will rake
sister
sisrer boss As to my going this fall
ting ton is well and is living with sidrer
ington
I1 hardly know what to say I1 desire to go and can hardly bear to think
of staying here this winter it seems the most like nowhere of any place
1I was ever in mother does nor want me
not
to leave her and I1 think it
would be selfishness in me to leave her in her lonely situation I1 wish
we had means to come but we have not as yet lydia partridge has a
chill on and 1I can hardly get time to write at all 1I hope you will come
down this fall 1I want to see you very much and all the rest of the folks
up there that 1I am acquainted with 1I do not want to be where I1 had
not ought to be but 1I do feel as if this was no place for me give my
love to the girls and take a large share for yourself 1I expect there is a
great contrast between this letter and some others you have received
but I1 hope you will excuse it I1 remain yours and hope to through life

in a postscript she added zina sends her love to you 1I hope you
will not show this to the girls 18
winter at mt pisgah brought better health but also severe cold
there 1I cut down my first and only tree for fire wood emily
wrote she also recalled the roaming bands of wolves that would
howl in the night and if they had been disposed they could have
as there was only a blanket hung up at the door
come in
finally in the spring emily and her mother joined others from the
settlement traveling to the main camp at winter quarters and arrived there in time to see brigham young shortly before he started
for the salt lake valley 19
As mentioned previously while in nauvoo emily had kept her
infant child in hiding and few knew that she had one however after she started the journey west her relationship to brigham young
became common knowledge with knowledge came prejudice some
thought that the lord had given men plural wives for stepping
stones for them and their first wives to mount to glory on and that

emliy
emily partridge young to brigham young 31 august 1846 the girls has reference to brigham
youngs young plural wives
emliy
emily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p 4 sarah P rich noted the trip of the
scarred
starred with
Hunting tons from mt pisgah to winter quarters in march 1847 the 12 of march we started
huntingtons
all our family aleso
allso mother huntington and her family as president young had sent a team and charles
decker with the team to assist sister huntington with her family to winter quarters it was coald wethsarah P rich diary 12 march 1847 eliza partridge lyman
er and continued so nearly all the way
noted that emily and her mother arrived at the missouri river on 19 march 1847 eliza partridge
lyman diary 19 march 1847 MS
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the plural wives could never rise because of their inferiority at winter quarters curious people would stop at emilys
emiles to see a spiritual
child one woman told me she thought he was the smartest child
she had seen 1I said dont you think they are as smart as other children she said no she did not think they were there was a good
deal of that spirit at that time and sometimes it was very oppressive

20

another of brigham youngs proxy wives was among the first
to leave nauvoo traveling with the stephen markham family eliza
R snow crossed the mississippi river on 13 february two days before brigham young suffering from ill health she too witnessed
the heavy snowstorm of 19 february that commenced in the night
and continued thro the day making conditions so disagreeable that
she could not leave the wagon sensitive to the plight of her people
she was saddened as she passed through farmington iowa where
the inhabitants manifested more levity than sympathy toward the
homeless exiles 21
deprived of brighams
Brig hams immediate association eliza cherished the
infrequent moments when he would stop to see her as he directed
the massive migration on 9 march she had the pleasure of the first
interview with brigham since her departure from the city nine
days later he shook hands with her and particularly important was
his visit on the twenty ninth when he promised in the name of the
lord I1 should get my health after the company she was with traveled three miles over rough road on 14 april her day brightened
when they joined brighams
Brig hams camp on the edge of a high sandy
prairie then as the presidents responsibilities took him further
away the cherished moments became less frequent finally on 24
august as eliza was approaching council bluffs at the reins of her
own wagon the day suddenly became very special to her when brigham and several others drove up in a carriage engaged a driver for
her team and invited her to accompany them the rest of the way to
carnp
camp
carlp 22
not all of brigham youngs family left nauvoo in the early
months of 1846 mary elizabeth rollins lightner wrote we had
not means to go with the church in fact we could hardly get
3another who stayed behind was harriet cook the
enough to eat 225 another

olibidpp
olbid
olbia
bid ap
pp

ilg
103 119
105
4103119

3 4

eliza R snow diary 13 19 february 2 march 1846 MS
ibid 9 18 29 march 14 april 24 august 1846
mary
mary
nary elizabeth rollins lighter
ughtncr autobiography and diary p
lighmer
ciety

25

MS

starc historical sostate
utah stare
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mother of an infant son oscar brigham born just five days before
brigham had crossed the mississippi river an important theme of
surviving family letters during the exodus reveals Brig
brighams
hams concern
for those of his family he was forced to leave behind and his vicariRichard
ous efforts to care for them from richardsons
richardsonb
sons point fifty five miles
of nauvoo brigham implored his brother joseph Young
west ofnauvoo
young2424 As
you have staed in nauvoo and 1I am gon from there and cannot due
for my frends
trends as 1I could if I1 was there 1 I1 will caul upon you to help
trends by councel and mane
my frends
management
manegement
gement brigham authorized joseph
to sell his house and two lots they will bring enuph
enuch to bring all
trends lest the sale of his nauvoo property should appear to be
fiends
my frends
a severe trial brigham added due not think brotherjoseph
brother rjoseph
Brothe
joseph 1I hate
to leve my house and home no far from that 1I am so free from
bon
dedge at this time that nauvoo looks lilike
ilke
ke a prison to me it
bondedge
looks plesent ahead but dark to look back he then specified two of
his wives who needed help sister hariot cook is at br nathaniel
ashbys
juiia foster hamjuila
ashbes in the erastus snow house and sister julia
pton must be braught with the saints I1 dont like to ask or require
enny thing that ads to your burthen but if you can look at these
it will be a favor to me and others 25
maters
still at Richard
richardsonb
richardsons
sons point on 15 march brigham wrote to his
dear wife harriet cook the letter indicates his concern not only
for harriet but also for five other wives mary and margaret pierce
elizabeth fairchild augusta adams cobb and mary ann clark
powers still in nauvoo and it tells of the plans he was formulating
to unite them with the rest of the family
address a fue lines to you by br joseph B noble who is a going to
I1 expecated
emeditely
tely after his famely
return home emedi
expecatcd to have returned to nauvoo but it looks so much like a prison to me that I1
think 1I shall goe further west instead of going east at present br
cd for to come comfortable
jed
provid
provided
providcd
led
JB noble will see that you are providjed
1I
and 1I want you to corn with him
expect br babbott almon W
Bab
caredge or wagon and team for you and othbabbitt
babbitts
babbittl
bittl will get a good carenge
ers br noble will get a good man to drive it it is likely br john
young and even evan ma
M
fancy young and others
m1 greene sister faney
trends will come at the same time 1I want you to see sister
of my frends
mary ann clark powers and have hir watch hir
and
hit opertunky
opertunity
opert unity
1I
start with some one that will bring hir a peace piece with spead
want you to see sisters mary and margret pears pierce br robert
pearss
Pea
bearss
rss daughters and see if ther father is coming if not get them
along with you if you can br noble will bring the sister that is there
I1

joseph young had been appointed to preside over the church in nauvoo after the departure of
the twelve joseph young certificate of appointment 10 february 1846 MS
2513righam
brigham young to joseph young 9 march 1846
2424joseph
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sister betsy elizabeth fairchilds 1 I11 wish you could bring her give
my love to them all 1I want to see you and the little boy tell sister
augusta cobb 1I hope she will be blest I1 want to see hir again
cherful and of good corouge
be cheerful
harlot we shall soon meet
carouge sister hariot
hanot
16
I1 wish you to read this to sisters cobb powers & pearces 26
again

ten

charlton river
chanton
days later and fifty miles further west at chariton
brigham again addressed harriet in his continuous effort to provide
for those he had left behind
1I read your letter to luca
lucy decker I1 was glad to here from you
I1 wish br john young and even evan greene had put 2 horses
before the coredge
coxedge carriage and taken you a long with them we all
beele that it
want to see you verry much I1 should come back but feele
would not be safe for me to come to nauvoo again verry soon kiss
gradeal
the babe oscar brigham young for me the girls talk a grabeal
deai
great deal
deail about you and wish you were with them they have a
deall
tent to themselves mary ann angell is verry kind to them we have
enjoyd
enjoys ourselves verry well on our borny
jorny though we had much bad
overrak us before long br joseph B noble
overtak
wether 1I hope you will overtake
will pro
bible bring you and 1I hope sister powers see sisters mary and
probable
probible
margret pearce if you can see when they are coming give my love to
blesed
them also to br and sister ashby and the children they are a bleser
famely 1I think sister hariet
harler bring a fue tin plats cups & co & co etc
if you can get them they will be con
convenatt
venatt convenient on the jorcherey very
ney earthen ware is not worth much and the girls are therey
scanty for such things may the lord bless you and the little boy 27

in a letter dated 7 april addressed dear friend harriet cook
acknowledged the receipt of letters from brigham of 15 and 25
answerd them sooner but
march and replied that she should have answard
for the want of something interesting to communicate she then
focused upon her husbands inquiries
sister powers has the imflamatory rumatism she has not been able to
do anything for 3 weeks she has been confined to her bed some of the
time she is so she can get around a little now she is determined to go
west she has no inclination to stay here the way looks dark to her
1I went
but she has full faith that it will open
to see margaret and
mary peirce they think their father will start the first of may I1 do
not know whare betsey fairchild lives nor any one that does I1 have
been to see sister cobb once she never comes to see me 1I go in to see
brother john young every day or two I1 like him first rate he says
he will take me west when he goes if I1 do not go before sister ash
bys babe and mine have had the measles they are well now sister
ashby thinks the way looks dark for them their is no prospect of
delfing
their selfing
selling at presant they keep up first rate spirits and that makes

bangham
bngham
bangham
bngham

young to harriet cook
young to harriet cook

15

march 1846

25 march 1846
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me feel well it is so natural for us to partake of the feelings of those
around us they are very kind to me
brother nobles family are
well they come over to see me often we have a great many long
Bow
bowker
conversations about how we shall go west martha bowkers
kerl was over
bowkerl
here this morning she said she was a going to write

in closing harriet asked to be remembered

to all the girls

her sister wives
scagg
expect they all envy me the pleasure of scamg
estaing
staing in nauvoo
it seems like an old house deserted of all its inhabitants 1I have been up
into the temple 1I looked west as far as 1I could see but could see
nothing of the camp give my best respects to your wife and elisabeth
and vilate
vilare 1I close by subscribing myself as ever yours 28

tell them

1I

young to bring remaining members of his family west from nauvoo word came to
him that harriet was planning to go east probably to new york to
visit her family against whose opposition she had joined the church
while efforts were being made

this information

in 1842

by brigham

was the topic of a letter to her from

council bluffs on 23 june
my dear hariot
harlot 1I have jest heard you talked of going east now I1
hanot
pray you harcon to my councel and come to the west if you have no
Br
way to come with the brethern
bretherd
ethern where I1 have made provision wright to
me the first opet
unity and I1 will send a team after you or come my self
opetunity
edman edmund ellsworth
ellsworth2929 might bring you or you can come with
sister faney
fancy young I1 cannot bare the thaught of your going east
you will not enjoy your self if you goe come here your frends
trends are
here we enjoy
injoy our selves first rate 1I long to see you safe to camp with
babe may the lord bles you and yours give my best love to
your babel
frends 300
tamely and all of my trends
famely
br Ash
ashbys
bys gamely
ashbes

although details are missing harriet had joined the rest of the family on the missouri river within a year

brigham youngs separation from members of his family was a
very severe test for some of those left behind writing from nauvoo
which at the time looked like a cage of unclean birds to her augusta adams cobb expressed heart felt pleasure for the very welcome little note she had recently received from brigham but lamented her lonely condition
do truly have to walk by faith now for I1 have nothing whereon
and I1 am left like a poor pilgrim
to lean but my heavenly father
solitary and alone I1 think often of what poor old david has said in one
1I

cook to brigham young 7 april 1846
19 19edmund
edmund ellsworth had married brigham youngs oldest child elizabeth 10july
10 july 1842
23 june 1846 MS princeton university princeton NJ
5obrigham
bangham
bngham young to harriet cook 25
isharrier
harriet
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of his psalms that tho the fig tree blossom not nor the herd bleat in
and if there is
the stall yet 1I will trust in the god of my salvation
nothing left for me but to trust in him 1I will endeavour to do that
and believe that behind a frowning providence he hides a smileing
smi leing face
but my dear brigham you may think all this is quite easy to a soul that
truly loves god but let me tell you that for me it has been the hardest
sprugel
strugel that I1 have ever met with

augusta concluded her letter by wishing to be affectionately remembered to three of her sister wives clarissa ross margaret alley
and emmeline free whom she regarded as choice spir
ers 3 1
spiders
spirers
spirets
spirets
mary ann clark powers another of Brig
hams wives to remain
brighams
in nauvoo had commenced the journey into iowa but because of
difficult conditions had returned to the city in august 1846 she
wrote brigham if I1 could have herd counsil from your lips 1I
should have been happy but 1I felt as though 1I was left to my self
but 1I have done what 1I thot was for the best her reason for not
joining others in the migration at a later time was due to a dream
she had had a few nights after her return to nauvoo a dream which
seemed to confirm her decision to stay continuing her letter she
wan to see you and 1I hope 1I
wrote you dont know how much 1I wanto
shall see you before long I1 canot
staing hear this winter it
banot think of estaing
doos not seem to me like nauvoo it is so gloomey still sensitive
to the need for secrecy in her plural relationship mary concluded her
letter
if you do nor
not think it wisdom to write tell louisa to write it in her
I1

leter 1I have many things to tell you but 1I have not time now and 1I
must close and may the lord bless you all and remember me before
bavi and do his will in ail
eavl
aall
the lord that 1I may be preserved from eavi
Ali things
and I1 pray that he will hasten the day when I1 shall be with you and
the saints that I1 love

letter addressed to mr brigham young was signed only
yours with the comment 1 I think that you will know who this
32
is from without the name 52
unable to continue the migration west when a request for men
to serve in the mexican war drained the male strength of the camp
brigham young established winter quarters on the missouri river
in the fall of 1846 this community consisted of some 700 dwellings
and 3500 people including a large part of his own family 33 just how

the

augusta
5taugusta adams cobb to brigham young 11I 11I march 1846 MS new york public library
mary ann clark
52mary
oark powers to brigham young 9 august 1846
dark
53 brigham young
scout diary 24
stout
to elders hyde pratt and taylor 6 january 1847 and hosea srout
december 1846
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his large family was housed there is not known in detail he had at
least one home of his own and possibly more some of his wives
resided separately or with relatives or friends with whom they had
traveled eliza R snow wrote that after an evening of social activity
at robert pierces the father of mary and margaret attended by
brigham young and mary ann angell brother pierce very politely conducted louisa beaman and herself home that brigham
may have had more than one dwelling and that at least some of his
wives lived together is suggested by a poem eliza composed for all
34
ad mansion of prest B young 34but
the ladies who reside in the 2d
but
whatever the living arrangements not all lived together nor in equal
comfort naamah kendal jenkins twiss writing to a sister in new
hampshire on 29 december reported the mildness of the weather
and the fact that most of the bretheren have put up log cabins and
got into them so they are comfortable she added however that
mary eliza another of Brig
she and sister green
hams wives
brighams
have to sleep in a waggeon
wag geon and what was more she had not
35
slept in a house since last july 55
winter quarters presented a scene of intense activity as the
saints worked to protect themselves against the coming winter and
to prepare for resumption of the western migration the following
year disease ridden the settlement became the site of much suffering and death but the picture was not all one of hard work and
misery there was also occasional peace and serenity the cessation of
the westward trek afforded an opportunity for social contacts and the
renewal of relationships that in previous months had almost ceased
hams second
brighams
to exist in september eliza R snow rejoiced at Brig
visit with her since her arrival at winter quarters she noted the
devotion of mary ann angell during a siege of illness that had left
eliza lying at the gate of death she also wrote after a visit on 26
november of the kindnesses of louisa beaman and clarissa decker and by far the highlight of the year was five days between christmas and new years that eliza spent with the girls at president
youngs on 27 december she had the pleasure of supping on a
bakd turkey and on the thirtieth spent an agreeable afternoon
baad
with brigham mary ann angell and louisa beaman the climax of
would
the week came on new years eve to describe the scene
be beyond my powr suffice it to say the spirit of the lord was
receivd
rece ivd a blessing thro our belovd
pourd
beloid mother chase
bourd out and we received

eliza R snow diary 26 january 1847
eilza
naamah KJ twiss to mrs thomas nichols 29 december 1846
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and sis clarissa rossl
ross by the gift of tongues eliza concluded her
five day visit with the female family on new years day with the
remark my love for them seems to increase with every days acquaintance 36
the new year brought further rejoicing in the brigham young
household at winter quarters within six hours on 8 january midwife patty sessions delivered three children one of whom was the
son of louisa beaman and brigham young 37 A week later eliza R
snow was visiting louisa when brigham heber C kimball and
willard richards stopped in president young held his son prest
kimball blessed him and the church historian recorded the
event 38 following the blessing eliza R snow stayed with the
mother and child a week as I1 was told to do 39
one morning early in february stephen markham brought eliza
an invitation from brigham young to a family party to be held
that day in the council house the party was an interesting one
five of the brother youngs being present and one si
sister
sterl probably 100 persons were present in all and we suppd
supid at a table that
would have done honor to a better cultivated country wrote eliza
the exercises opend
olend with singing and prayer and after feasting and
cload with an address by prest young which succeeded
dancing closd
one by father kimball after the party eliza stayed the remainder
of the night with louisa 40
although not publicized a significant family event at winter
quarters in the spring of 1847 was the marriage of brigham young
to lucy and mary jane bigelow the account written in a somewhat
fictionalized style by a daughter of brigham and lucy in later years
is instructive regarding the mechanics of his courtship in a plural situation sometime after arriving in winter quarters in the fall of
1846 sixteen year old lucy bigelow and her nineteen year old sister
mary were approached with matrimonial intentions by a brother
solicitations
citations to resolve the
wicks who was very persistent in his soli

matter the girls father nahum bigelow consulted brigham
young pointing out the persistence of brother wicks that his
daughters were getting to a marriageable age and that he nahum was quite anxious to see them married to a good man the
eliza R snow diary september december 1846
the birth of this child moroni absent from official family lists raises the known total of brigham
youngs children to fifty seven the birth of the child is noted in
in patty sessions diary 8 january 1847
and eliza R snow diary 9 january 1847
willard richards dDiary
lary
iary 15 january 1847
eliza R snow diary 15 january 1847
iolbid
ibid 4 february 1847
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president promised to talk to the girls about the matter and in a few
days came to their home lucy was absent but in the course of brig
hams conversation with mary he asked her if she wanted brother
wicks for her husband
no sir
sit 1I dont think that 1I do the girl timidly and quietly replied
is there any one you do want the sisters ought to have their
choice in the matter for they can choose but one and they have a right
to select that one so if you know of any one you would like tell me
who it is
1 I dont know of any one thank you pres young
well now then how would you like me for a husband mary
1 I cant tell sit
sir
take your own time to think it over and you may ask your sister
lucy the same question 1I have asked you if you girls would like to be
sealed to me you can tell me whenever you are decided on the matter

well

the

conversation between brigham and mary had occurred in
the fall of 1846 but regardless of what her sister might decide lucy
had resolved never to marry in a plural relationship and certainly
not to such a reserved dignified man old enough to be her father
lucy had hoped that something would happen that would relieve
her from the necessity of saying no to the president of the
church then one evening in early march 1847 amid the preparations for the departure of the pioneer company to the west president young again presented himself at the bigelow home and shortly thereafter received an affirmative answer from mary but since
lucy was absent again he asked mary to ascertain her decision
again confronted with the question lucy replied 1 I dont
know
ill tell you what it is mary 1I dont feel as if 1I could marry him hes got such lots of wives now and it dont seem like he
could ever be my husband finally lucy relented and the following
sunday gave her affirmative answer to brigham
very well then he said we will have the matter attended to on
such a day this coming week
so it happened the fourteenth day of march 1847 in the evening of
that day president young accompanied by elders heber C kimball
willard richards and ezra T benson came down to the bigelows
Bige lows and
after chatting a few moments the two girls mary and lucy stood up
and were sealed to brigham young for time and all eternity

susa young gates daughter of brigham and lucy wrote that
no one in winter quarters knew about this event not even next
door neighbors it was not till after their arrival in the valley that
the girls became known as wives of brigham young or in reality
became such and then afterwards were sealed in the endowment
489
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house 114141 commenting upon the courtship susa noted that her

fa-

ther
did not spend any time
rime courting girls his time was far too occupied
and his principles never allowed him ro
to run after girls when the spirit
of the lord whispered to him that he should seek such and such a one
for a wife he did so in a quiet manly grave way never with any spirit
of coercion on his part and always leaving as he so often expressed it
marry first and spark after was a favorthe sparking to come after
41
ite aphorism of his and he carried it out in his own life 42

between the time of his marriage and his departure from winter
quarters less than a month later brigham saw his new bride lucy
only three times once when he stopped for a few moments at the
and she was out skating with her brothers on the overflow
Bigelow
bigelowsand
Bige lowssand
of the river another time while she was playing games near the
and again when she was skating on the
schoolhouse with friends andagain
pond susa notes that her mother felt ashamed that brigham so
dignified and grave should see her romping with her friends then
almost as a complete stranger he left for the great unknown leaving
for the future the time for taking lucy and mary from under their
roog 43
fathers roof
while there were times of enjoyment for the young family during the winter of 1846 1847 they did not entirely escape the trials
and sorrows that stalked the land tragedy struck on 16 march when
Brig hams wives mary pierce died of consumption 44 she and
one of brighams
her sister margaret also married to brigham had traveled to winter quarters with their father some time after brigham young arrived there of their journey margaret wrote we had a comfortable carriage and consequently did not suffer as much as others did
1145
45
during our wanderings through the wilderness 3145
by the time brigham young left winter quarters in april 1847
nearly all of his family that had been detained in nauvoo had joined
him at the missouri river although a few of his wives would continue on to the great basin that year the majority would remain in
winter quarters to go west with him in 1848 scattered entries in a
small book of notes and reminders written as brigham prepared for
20 MS utah state historical soyoung gates biography of lucy bigelow young ap
pp 15
1520
ciety extracts from the biography are edited and published by miriam B murphy in from impulsive
girl to patient wife lucy bigelow young utah Hirt
orical quarterly 45 summer 197727088
historical
88
27088
1977 270
hift
hiir
1977270
42susa
susa young gates biography of lucy bigelow young pp
ap 16 17 utah state historical society
31bid
pp
ap 20 21
ibidpp
eliza R snow diary 16 march 1847 also manuscript history of the church brigham young
period
penod
nenod 17 march 1847
her journal p 3 typescript an edited
exerpts taken from herioumal
whitesides young exempts
whitcsidcs
margaret pierce whitesidcs
womans
journal 15 april 1904162
1904 162 66
womanfjournal
version of this appears in one of the pioneers young comans

susa
4isusa
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the departure of the pioneer company suggest the concern he had
presidents of my
for the transportation of his family 1 I wish the presedents
division to get teams and wagons with teamsters to take my famely
gamely
tamely
with there provisions to our next location
let john Y green
drive mrs youngs wagon james young drive his mothers sister
nimas wagon let no other teamsters bord with mrs young &
jemimah
jemimas
jernimas
Jer
sister jamima but JY greene and james young
let each one of
gamely
famely take what and all they expect to have so there will be
my tamely
1146
46
no division after they leve here 2146
Brig hams effort to provide transportation for his
complicating brighams
family were heavy demands upon his personal property in some instances he was able to resolve the problem by turning to loyal
friends when stephen markham agreed to transport eliza R snow
pres young said atl
it
itl would be a great accommodation to him as
47
he was short on it for wagons 1147
later when a heavy church debt
took four of his wagons and eight yoke of oxen brigham approached
pro ached willard mcmullen whose wife was an invalid for help
brother mcmullen agreed to take lucy bigelow in his wagon in return for her assistance in caring for his wife and the presidents offer
to furnish a yoke of oxen and three hundred pounds of flour 48
brigham left winter quarters to begin the final leg of the pioneer journey on 14 april 1847 accompanying him was clara
decker the daughter of harriet decker wife of Brig
hams brother
brighams
lorenzo harriets asthmatic condition and the fact that she was expecting a child accounted for the exception to the rule that the pioneer company would consist of men only clara was one of two
women invited along to care for her leaving the rest of her family
and friends and clutching fond memories of recent experiences
clara recalled that she never felt so badly in her life as she con49
plated her uncertain pilgrimage 3149
templated
tem
having left all of his family in winter quarters except clara
decker brigham naturally turned his thoughts to them as he proceeded west but the demands on his dime
rime and the difficulty of the
time
journey limited the
he favors he could bestow upon them to continual
prayers and an occasional letter written piecemeal over days at a
time ninety five miles west of winter quarters on 20 april he
1149

16brigham
Brigham young notebook 9 march 1847
16

eliza R snow diary 18 march 1847
48susa young uatcs
susa
baies
uaies biography of lucy bigelow young p 24 utah state historical society
comans experiences with the pioneer band appp 4455 MS bancroft
ciara
clara decker young A womans
library university of california berkeley calif
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found time to write his
mary ann angell

dear companion partner in tribulation

should have briten
writen to you by br rockwood but had not time the
camp was to be organized and a gratedeal
grat edeal to be dun to prepare for
writen but did not geele able to I1
mo
oving on sunday I1 should have briten
mooning
mooving
lade abed and thaught of a grate deal 1I should like to say ro
to you the
camp is in good helth and first rare
spe rits they have never felt better
rate sperits
sperity
in there lives 1I think my helth has verry much improved yesterday and
shend in your letter that you herd 1I lay on the ground
menshend
mcnshend
to day you men
the night 1I left home 1I did but due not think it hurt me but when 1I
arived in camp 1I found my self comple
arided
compie
completily
complexly
completly
tIly
tlly tired out 1I thank you a
thousand times for your kind letters to me more es pecely for your kind
acts and still more for your kind hart I1 pray for you and the children
continually
tamely I1 due think the lord has blest me
continualy
continua ly and for all of our famely
with one of the best famelyes
fam elyes that eney man ever had on the earth 1I
due hope the children will be good and mind there mother when I1 am
gon
I1

brigham cautioned his two oldest boys joseph A 12 and brigham
jr 10 whose youthful vigor in the absence of paternal restraint
my son joseph you must not goe
was no doubt a cause of concern
away from home and brigham also must stay at home how due
feele when I1 come home and find one of my
you sapose
lapose I1 would beele
cies
destroyed
des
clestoyed
destoyed
toyed by the endens
indens I1 pray this may not be the case
children cles
two weeks later twenty miles above the head of grand island brigham found a little more time to conclude his letter
I want to wright a long letter but have not time we are all perty well
1

at present though my labour has been verry hard for me on the jorI1 am glad you are not a going to
continually
ney I1 pray for you continualy
continua ly
tamely when they come
come on this sumer for 1I want to be with my famely
I1 want the bretheren to help my famely
this jorney
gamely whilst 1I am
tamely
gon and not acupress
aupress
auprcss them joseph and brigham be good boys and
mind your mother and ales alice caroline littlejohne
little johne and finely all
littlejohns
tamely be you blest for ever and ever 500
famely
my children and gamely

Brig hams departure the social contacts between members
after brighams
of his family continued in winter quarters much as they had before

he left eliza R snow attended several gatherings in the spring of
1847 that were special spiritual experiences for her on 26 april in
company with margaret pierce jemima young and the girls she
wrote of a rejoicing time thro the outpouring of the spirit of
god in early june hardly a day passed that did not find members
of the family meeting to improve in the gifts of the spirit this is

iobrigharn
bangham
bngham

young to mary ann angell 20 april and

4 may 1847
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truly a glorious time with the mothers and daughters in zion altho
thrust out from the land of our forefathers and from the endearcivili
civilizd
zd life wrote eliza the afternoon of 2 june she
ments of civilized
spent with lucy decker zina huntington louisa beaman and
lyl and myself spoke in the gift of tongues
iyl
emily partridge Emi
emily
emliy
in the eve met at harriets had a good time sis mary ann
young johnd
joind me in a song of zion at this meeting mary ann
encouraged eliza to accept an invitation of the pierces to go west
with them that summer
on 8 june clarissa ross gave birth to a daughter the second
child of brighams
Brig hams born at winter quarters two days later eliza
visited clarissa accompanied by clarissas
Claris sas mother phoebe chase and
gave the infant a blessing which may account in part at least for its
name mary eliza the day after the blessing was another glorious
time witnessed by eliza zina huntington emily partridge martha
bowker margaret pierce louisa beaman and others when three of
those present experienced the gift of tongues 51
having finally joined the family at winter quarters with oscar
brigham her infant son harriet cook wrote to her dear husband
on 14 june thankful for her deliverance and for the improvement
of their son from a severe burn
feel my weakness at this time and my inability to perform this
task well but knowing that my greatest fault has been not placing the
confidence in you that 1I ought 1I am determined to lay too with all my
full 1I feel
thankfull
thank
you do not know how thankfully
might and overcome it
for my deliverance from the powers of darkness that have surrounded
me for the last year my trial has been a sore one but I1 have lived
through it and I1 feel to thank my heavenly father for his kindness to
me and to you also for the lord has made known unto
unco me the integrity of your heart and that all your intentions were pure before him I1
have said that 1I would not follow your counsel but 1I now feel that it
is my greatest delight do not feel that 1I am unworthy of your love
for 1I feel to honour you in all things and to submit myself unto thee
to do with me even as thou wilt 1I remember thy words to me and 1I
do strive to keep my thoughts a secret in my own breast
oscar is well and playful as ever
his arm is almost well he can
use it as well as the other he was burnt bad but I1 am glad it was no
1I

0

worse

harriets letter

also contained news of Claris
clarissas
sas addition to the
family and greetings from other family members
clarisa wishes me to remember her to you for she is coo
too weak to
tool
write herself she has a fine girl her name is mary eliza clarisa is as

ili
iii

11 june 1847
eliza R snow diary 26 april and I111
1
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proud of her as any one could wish she is gering along first rate maraliey and emmeline free send their love to you they are
ailey
garet alley
enjoying themselves well and say they should not have any very bad
feelings at seeing you they both live with me or I1 with them just
which way your a mind to have it Em malines mother betsy strait
free has a pair of twin daughters and I1 think emmeline will follow
suit soon 52

after bidding farewell to many who seem dearer to me than
life eliza R snow left winter quarters on 12 june in company

with margaret pierce and her family they traveled with jedediah
grants company that would arrive in the salt lake valley later that
year 1 I felt a loneliness for a while after parting with my friends but
journeyd
journ eyd with
the spirit of consolation and rejoicing retumd and I1 journeys
good cheer eliza wrote in her diary A few days later she composed
a poem to mrs mary ann young in response to a request before
they parted
mother of mothers
queen of queens
for such thou truly art
1I pray the lord to strengthen thee
and to console thy heart 53

six weeks after eliza and margaret left winter quarters brigham entered the valley of the great salt lake upon his arrival an
immediate concern was the building of a shelter for his family on 7
august when the twelve picked out their inheritances standing
on what came to be the temple block brigham selected the block
to the east it was decided however for maximum protection until
more permanent living quarters could be built on the places of inheritance to build a fort consisting of log and adobe houses at a
nearby location the individual buildings of the fort were to be
about 8 feet high 14 feet wide and 16 feet long with chimneys of
dearths of clay and all openings toward the inside of the enadobe hearths
closure work on the fort began on 11 august brigham building
four rooms and his brother lorenzo two at the northeast corner ten
days later he completed his house and moved in 54
it was here that clara decker lived to be joined by eliza R
snow later in the year A chest was claras only table the bedstead
was built into a comer the walls forming two sides and cords

harriet cook to brigham young 14 june 1847
eliza R snow diary 16 june 1847
jews christ
5brigham
bangham
of jems
bngham H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
287
century
6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930 33287

of

latter

day saints

1
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wound tightly around pegs forming the mattress five days after
good bye and
completing his house in the fort brigham bid clara goodbye
started east to bring the rest of his family from winter quarters As
he started one of the company gave clara a feather bed but she had
become so accustomed to sleeping on the ground or in a wagon that
it was some time before she could appreciate the luxury 55
Brig hams departure from salt lake valley was a
the month of brighams
time of both joy and sorrow for the family members back in winter
quarters on 10 august brighams
Brig hams seven month old son moroni
died of teething and canker 56 and on the thirty first emmeline
free gave birth to a baby girl who was named ella elizabeth 57
the journey of eliza R snow and margaret pierce to the salt
lake valley in the summer of 1847 was not without incident eliza
recalled two fearful stampedes that could have been disastrous had
it not been for the peculiar and special blessing of god the first
cd in a
corrai
aled
took place one evening after the animals had all been corral
corralee
corralcd
corraled
corr
hollow square made by placing wagons side by side eliza had just
retired for the night in a wagon near one of the openings in the
enclosure when the animals frightened by so meones shaking dirt
from a buffalo robe suddenly rushed for the exit nearest her the
bellowing puffing and snorting mass unable to crowd through
the small opening in the corral rushed against and clambered over
and upon each other in heaps
the scene was horrible some animals died of injuries and
andl many had their horns knocked off before order was restored
the second stampede occurred in the daytime as the company
had stopped to repair a crossing over a broad slough the teams were
standing hitched to their wagons two three and four abreast when
a sudden noise set the whole train in motion with fearful velocity
heedless of crossings and bridges charging teams hurtled across the
slough As the stampede began eliza was sitting alone in the pierce
carriage holding the reins of a high spirited span of horses she preintlo the rush only by applying her
vented herself from being pulled inelo
intb
utmost strength to the reins until margaret and her mother who
had been away from the carriage arrived on the scene to help her
A highlight of the journey that summer for eliza and margaret
was the meeting on 8 september of brigham youngs company returning to winter quarters eliza wrote that prest young
womans experience with the pioneer band p 8 bancroft library
clara decker A comans
A report of the deaths in camp of israel winter quarters between the dates of april 26th &
56a
aug 18th 1847 10 august 1847 MS
journal history 7 september 1890 p 4
1
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heber
heberl

C

amaral
kimballll and amasa
Kimbal
suad with
kimballl
amasal lyman supd

after
which there were discourses and a song sung that she had written it
was such a joyful time and so deeply interested and absorbed
were all that no guard was posted that night As a result the ever
watchful indians stole some fifty head of horses including one of
harvey pierces mules this misfortune materially weakened both
companies
prior to parting on the morning of the tenth brigham came to
the pierce carriage and blessed both of his wives eliza then asked
who was to be my counsellor for the year to come he said ERS 1I
said she is not capable he said I have appointed her president
said he had conversation with br pierce about provisions that
he will furnish me & all will be right
some three weeks later on 2 october after crossing a stream
nineteen times eliza saw the salt lake valley for the first time it
looked like a broad rich river bottom but she was too sick to
enjoy the scenery the next day she viewed the valley from the confines of the fort and the comfort of a doby adobe fireplace 58
among the greetings brought to the valley with eliza and margaret was a letter from brigham to clara decker
us

1

my dear clary
my helth is good and has been sence 1I leht
left the valley
I1 due feel to bless and pray for
with the exception of one night
you you have been a grate comfort to me this summer I1 miss your
society I1 wish you to live at home of sister eliza snow
you must pray for me and my safe return give my love to your
1I shall start as early in the
mother
spring as 1I can
thursday morning the ath
9th we have lost seven horses and mules
beele it
last night we expect the indians have stolen them 1I almost feele
my duty to return with the companies and see them safe through to
tamely here 59
famely
the valle 0 that I1 had my gamely

grateful for the good advice and kind feelings manifest toward her clara responded to brighams
Brig hams letter on 3 october much
of her writing contained thoughts about her husband and those of
the family with whom she was particularly close
my dear brigham with feelings which 1I never before experienced I1
write these lines 1I feel thankful for the opportunity of sending the
same to you and hope they will be acceptable
I1 felt very lonesome after you left it seemed to me I1 was a lone
child though in a pleasant land evry thing 1I saw reminded me of you
and your goodness to one who feels herself quite unworthy of it

beliza
ueliza
eliza

R snow

pp
ap

25 26 MS

bancroft library and diary 8 10 september

298
also roberts comprehensive history 35298
3298
bangham
bngham young to clara decker 8 9 september 1847
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she expressed gratitude for her little house
built by brigham before he left

rooms in the fort

here 1I can sit down and let my thoughts wander back to winter
quarters and fancy I1 see you surrounded by your family enjoying their

sweet society and they yours I1 hope so at least at such times when I1
am alone I1 can pray for you and feel quite happy though you be far
from me you are ever present in my thoughts I1 often dream of you
generally living my happy days over again but when 1I wake 1I find it
remember ance
nothing but a dream and like a sunny morning the rememberance
passeth away but your kindness to me the past summer will never be
basseth
forggotten it shall live while memory lives with me
forggotten
1I hope mrs young
mary ann angell has good feelings towards
I1 was glad to hear
me 1I remember her kindness to me 1I assure you
that sister augusta adams cobb was in winter quarters how glad
1 shall count the months
1I shall be to see your face again in this place I
yes the weeks untill that happy time comes I1 am lonesome though
surrounded by friends I1 miss your society much
when I1 think of your poor health and the multitude of cares
you have on your mind togather with the long and tedious journey
which lays before you it casts a gloom over my mind and often my
feelings overcome me and I1 sit me down and weep like any child

clara closed her letter shortly after a visit from john young brig
hams brother 1 I was glad to see him he reminds me much of you

all ways please excuse all my mistakes may
in his looks pray for me allways
alaways
heavens choicest blessings ever attend you is the prayer of your

60
freind yours affectionately 1160
one of eliza R snows first acts upon her arrival in the valley
was to write eleven letters to loved ones in winter quarters among
these was a poem for mary ann angell which reflects something of
the close bond that existed among some of the wives of brigham

young
blessed be your habitation
the abode of peace & rest
yes with all that is a blessing
1I would fondly have you blest

we anticipate the period
when you to the valley come
haste & leave your winter quarters
here youll find a better home 61

another close relationship had formed between eliza R snow
and margaret pierce who had shared the same wagon from winter
young 3 october
october 1847

60ciara
ciana
clara decker to brigham

eliza
eilza

R snow
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quarters to the salt lake valley eliza had suffered ill health right
from the beginning of the exodus and during the last phase of the
journey margaret had cared for her shortly after their arrival margaret penned these lines to her traveling companion
1I love thee and ill ivr
nvr forget

the time weve spent

together
thro many toilsome scenes of west
and storms of windy weather
love thee & my heart entwines
around thy noble spirit
may evr
ear ry joy on earth be thine
long life if thou desire it 6261
1I

on

17 october a day too cold to go to meeting and having just
received a half pint of tea and a few dozen crackers from mrs pierce

and feeling greatly blest both temporally and spiritually
sponded to the kindness of her sister wife

eliza re-

love thee with the tenderness
that sister spirits love
I1 love thee for thy loveliness
Is like to theirs above
1I

love thee for the kindness showd
shawd
me in feeble health
when journeying on a tedious road
1I prize it more than wealth
I1

to

love thee and thou shalt be crownd
brownd
with blessings not a few
joy peace & plenty shall surround
thy path like summer dew 6563
1I

after leaving clara decker in salt lake valley and passing eliza
R snow and margaret pierce enroute there on his return trip brigham young joined the rest of his family at winter quarters on 30
october 1847 he learned that in his absence two of his wives had
gone to st louis missouri to work and that one of them was still
there having been persuaded by a local sister that money could be
earned to buy clothing and supplies for the trip to the mountains
lucy and mary bigelow had traveled to st louis earlier in the year
with the help of local church members the sisters had rented a

01bid
ibid

bid

651bid
gyl
651ibid

16
17

october 1847
october 1847
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small room and found employment they soon discovered that it
would take all their earnings to support themselves while there
homesick and discouraged mary with the assistance of local saints
had returned to winter quarters almost immediately while lucy remained lucy worked at several jobs in succession including ironing
shirts in a shirt factory ten hours a day she remained in missouri
until the spring of 1848 when word came from her father in winter
quarters that brigham had returned and was disappointed to find
her gone remarking that he would rather have given the last coat
off his back than to have her down there with this news after an
absence of a year lucy returned to winter quarters and arrangements were made for her to go west with the rest of the family 64
on 26 may 1848 brigham started his final trip to the salt lake
valley leading a company of 1200 persons and 400 wagons accompanying him was most of his remaining family 65 his departure from
winter quarters was the fifth time since joining the church in 1832
that he had had to leave home and property little is known of family details during the 1848 trip west john D lee noted on 23 july
that louisa beaman young was delivered of 2 fine boys which
verry much delighted pres B young the father of the children
66
roled on 3 miles 1166
who with his company
nyl boled
of the trip emily
partridge later wrote we were more comfortably fitted out than
we had been at any time before but on account of ill health the

compa

susa
6susa young gates biography of lucy bigelow young
65when brigham young left winter quarters in 1848
when

24 utah stare
state historical society
pp
ap 22
2224
at least three of his wives did not accom
accod
pany him they became permanent casualties of the exodus or nearly so one of these was mary ann
clark
oark
dark powers unable to leave nauvoo at the beginning of the migration she had arrived in winter
quarters sometime
some
soTe time later only to become disillusioned apparently by not receiving the attention from
her overworked husband that she thought she deserved still in iowa in 1851 she wrote to brigham
requesting to be released from him and among other things mentioned the bitter cup she had drunk
at winter quarters which she translated as a cool and distant re seption her association with the
young family officially terminated on 15 september 1851 when her request was granted mary ann
18511 and young to powers 15 september 1851
clark
oark
dark powers to brigham young 18 june 185
1851
one whose reunion with brigham young was delayed several years due to conditions attendant
upon the migration was julia foster hampton widowed when her first husband died in 1844 julia
was married for rime
time to brigham in nauvoo less than two weeks before he left the city having four
children of her own and no means of conveyance to the west she had remained in nauvoo with a
promise that she would soon be sent for when several weeks passed and no word came julia accepted
an offer to live with her father in jacksonville illinois completely severed from all communication
with the saints she eventually accepted a proposal of marriage from an englishman thomas cole in
the fall of 1847
he
being almost compelled to do so on account of having a family of small children
and no way of supporting them however after the birth of one child cole proved to be a mean
scoundrel abusing and beating julia and the children unmercifully and finally abandoning them for
qq1
fomia in 1855 two mormon missio
nanes sent by brigham young located julia and offered her
missionaries
lafornia
Ca
afornia
missionanes
gathering
ng to the valley after being rebaptized she and her children crossed the plains to
assistance in gathen
utah there to be reunited with the brigham young family in november 1855 brigham young
60 75 MS
pp 6075
hampton family record and diary ap
16
Cb ronicle the dianes
robert cleland and juanita brooks eds A mormon chronicle
diaries of john D lee
1 65
iong
184
164
marino california huntington library 1955 165
iona3 1876 2 vols san manno
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67
dime 1167
rime
journey was most unpleasant I1 do not wish to think of that time
brigham young and his company arrived in the salt lake valley
on 20 september 1848 for practical purposes his family was now for
rime all in one place although he would never be forced
time
the first dime
to leave his home again he now faced a new challenge that of establishing his unusually large and complex family in a permanent home

emliy
6ernily dow partridge young autobiography and diary p
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